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Abstract
The conventional approach in spectral/finite element methods is to tessellate a convex or
concave hull, i.e. domain to produce a fine triangulation/quadrilateralization. Obviously, to
produce a triangulation, many unnecessary interior edges are generated which then require
additional (interpolation) points per edge for higher-order elements. This unavoidable fact
significantly increases the number of degrees of freedom (DOF). What if we could directly use
the original hull without going to triangulation/quadrilateralization? In this case, there would
be semi-global basis functions, which would have the same order of accuracy as a conventional
finite element, but smaller degrees of freedom due to no interior edges. This novel concept
is proposed and investigated in detail in this work. There are three major difficulties with
this type of approach that are addressed in this paper: 1- How can a convex hull tessellation be
obtained for complex geometries encountered in practical engineering applications? 2- Assuming
that hulls are constructed, how can basis functions and quadrature points be defined on these
hulls? 3- Assuming that the challenges in 1 and 2 can be met, how can this type of grid
and corresponding basis functions be used in practice to yield accurate, stable and efficient
discretization of nonlinear conservation laws?
For the first challenge, the Hertel-Mehlhorn theorem can be used to generate near-optimal
convex partitioning of a complex geometry. Another approach used in this work is to start with
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a 2D/3D triangulation and agglomerate the edges/faces (either directly or by the method of
duals) until multi-facet hulls are generated.
To solve the second challenge, for the first time in the literature, a closed form relation is
proposed to approximate Fekete points (a Nondeterministic Polynomial (NP) problem) on a
general convex/concave polyhedral. A novel method based on the divergence theorem is derived
to compute the moments on any polyhedral, including "holes", which enables the computation of
approximate Fekete points on highly non-convex hulls. Then the approximate points are used to
generate basis functions using the SVD of the Vandermonde matrix. The type of basis functions
derived include Lagrange basis, orthogonal and orthonormal hull basis and radial basis. It is
shown that the hull basis is the best choice to enforce minimum DOF while maintaining a small
Lebesgue constant when very high p-refinement is done. The proposed hull basis is rigorously
proven to achieve arbitrary order of accuracy by satisfying Weierstrass approximation theorem
in Rd.
The third challenge is met using a standard Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) and Discontinuous
Least-Squares (DLS) spectral hull formulations. While the classical DG and DLS require addi-
tional (duplicate) nodes at the edge of the elements and hence are less efficient than Continuous
Galerkin (CG), it will be shown that the opposite is true when hull basis are used. This might
eliminate the only disadvantage of the popular discontinuous finite element methods. Also, since
discontinuous formulation is used, h-p adaptation is inherently available. Finally, the accuracy
and stability of the formulation is demonstrated for the linearized acoustics and two-dimensional
compressible Euler equations on some benchmark problems including a cylinder, airfoil, vortex
convection and compressible vortex shedding from a triangle.
Keywords: Higher-Order Methods, Discontinuous Galerkin, Discontinuous Least-Squares FEM,
Approximation Theory, Spectral Elements, Numerical Analysis, Compressible Flow, Linear Acous-
tics, Polygonal FEM, Orthogonal Matching, Approximate Fekete Points, Computational Geometry
MSC 2010: 65M70, 65N35, 65F25, 65D05, 65N30, 65K10, 65N50, 65T50, 65Z05, 52B99
1 Introduction
In multiscale simulation of physical phenomena, it is necessary to achieve maximum resolution per
wavelength while preserving acceptable efficiency. Equally important, it is also necessary for the
numerical method to be robust enough to handle nonlinearity, discontinuities and geometrical com-
plexities and singularities. While the former can be accomplished with traditional Chebyshev-Fourier
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spectral methods, which dates back to 40s [Lanczos, 1988], the latter has been attempted in the re-
cent decades with the advent of higher-order methods and technologies that impose strong locality,
with smaller (compact) stencils compared to the original spectral and pseudo-spectral methods. An
overall sketch of these methods is depicted in Tab. 1. As shown, there is an important parameter
“Degrees of Freedom” which is the main point of interest of this work. This parameter is optimum if
a full domain Chebyshev-Fourier spectral method is used and the solution is infinitely differentiable.
However, as shown, not all other recent methods possess this important property. The method de-
veloped in this work is targeted to significantly reduce the DOF while maintaining a modern general
purpose Finite Element method structure. However before proceeding, the claims in Tab. 1 will be
supported with some bibliographical remarks.
The first column of Tab. 1 classifies the family of Finite Difference (FD) schemes. Although
FD methods can be tuned to mimic a spectral discretization by increasing the stencil in a spatially
explicit form [Bogey and Bailly, 2004], including higher-order derivatives1 (1st derivative [Lele,
1992], 2nd derivative [Mahesh, 1998]), or tuning the wavenumber according to 1D spectral differen-
tiation [Tam and Webb, 1993], these approaches will fail for arbitrary increase in OAC due to Runge
Phenomena [Trefethen, 2013] because equal spacing is used. Thus FD schemes suffer from a rigorous
p-refinement strategy. Additionally, spatially changing one-sided stencil near boundaries [Visbal and
Gaitonde, 1999] makes these schemes to be impossible to implement in a multidimensional space and
hence ADI tricks are used to overcome this problem. Also, the grid generation is cumbersome and
special structured quad/hex block generators must be utilized. In addition, h-refinement is difficult
to implement in higher-order FD due to the fixed stencil of these schemes. However, these methods
together with finite volume methods are fast and do not require quadrature based computations and
hence significant computations are saved. Since the FD stencil is local (compared to a Chebyshev
point distribution), additional points are always needed to resolve a particular frequency and hence
FD methods do not enforce a minimum DOF condition.
In Finite Volume (The 2nd col. of Tab. 1), higher “p” can be achieved using ENO/WENO [Shu,
1998] type, ADER [Titarev and Toro, 2005] and Large stencil methods [Ollivier-Gooch and Altena,
2002]. These methods are fast and robust because of their quadrature-free nature but they are
difficult to implement due to a lack of locality and are generally not suitable when higher-order
derivatives and adjoints are of interest. The ADER approach requires the computation of the Jaco-
bian, Hessian and higher derivatives of fluxes which might not be practical in a generic system of
1The compact or Padé interpolation is less sensitive to the Runge phenomena for an equally spaced distribution.
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conservation laws for example RANS containing complicated diffusive fluxes (i.e. minimum distance
to wall). An outstanding attempt to increase the order while preserving the locality was made by
developing Spectral Volume [Wang, 2002] and Spectral Difference approaches [Liu et al., 2006].
However, these methods are usually cited in the literature for small orders p and to the best of
the author’s knowledge a generic spectral p-refinement strategy that can compete with Chebyshev-
Fourier methods (as we demonstrate in the proof of Weierstrass theorem ( Theo. (7)) has never
been mentioned for these methods. Jameson [Jameson, 2010] proved that arbitrary p-refinement
is possible in SD method however the proof is limited to 1D space for a very special case where
the interior flux collocation points are placed at the zeros of the corresponding Legendre polyno-
mial. Obviously this condition can’t always be satisfied in multidimensional space for triangular
and polygonal elements where the Kronecker product of one-dimensional Legendre polynomials are
not available. Additionally, in spectral difference on triangles, each triangle is divided into 3 quadri-
lateral sub-elements which in addition to increasing the condition number, it introduces additional
unnecessary DOF due to the existence of sub elemental edges [Premasuthan et al., 2010]. Therefore,
this method is not expected to result in minimum DOF.
The Chebyshev-Fourier (The 3rd col. of Tab. (1)) is probably the oldest approach and yet the
fastest and most efficient method for simple geometries and smooth solutions. As mentioned for
FD schemes, these methods require a sophisticated quad/hex mesh generation algorithm that might
not be feasible for practical engineering geometries in 3D, especially when sharp discontinuities and
highly deforming regions are present. More importantly, the distribution of Chebyshev/Legendre
(generally Jacobi) points on the curved elements must be arc-length based [Kopriva, 2009] (to pre-
serve the condition number and to prevent Runge-Phenomena) which is extremely hard to implement.
It is possible and easy to use an analytical definition of the boundary curves to achieve this in two
dimensional space but this approach does not seem to be practical for actual 3D CAD geometries.
The Stabilized Continuous Galerkin methods (SUPG [Brooks and Hughes, 1982], FCT, Charac-
teristic Based Split (CBS) [Zienkiewicz et al., 1999]) are robust and can be easily used in multidimen-
sional space and complex geometries. A lower-order p ≤ 6 Lagrange basis is typically used [Persson
and Peraire, 2006a]. However, higher order Chebyshev (Cartesian) and Fekete (triangle) basis can
be used and this p-version is usually categorized as a Spectral Element method (see the fifth col.
of Tab. (1)). These methods can be easily combined with well developed hp-refinement strategies
including Pointwise matching (also known as Constrained Approximation) [Chang and Hsu, 1996]
or Mortar Element (IPM) [Bernardi et al., 1989]. The Constrained approach is also used in [Solin
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and J.Cerveny, 2006, Solin et al., 2010, Kus et al., 2014] in a comprehensive manner regardless of
the type of PDE. However, since C0 is the basic assumption for these methods, then the reader
immediately realizes that there are always extra DOF due to the interior edges of triangulation of
the given domain (Please refer to Fig.(1) for detailed comparison). Also another problem with these
methods is a lack of explicit time marching algorithms since the mass matrix can’t alway be lumped
for high-order time accurate physics. The explicit time marching combined with implicit marching
can be an efficient strategy [Renac et al., 2013, Persson, 2011]. Persson shows that IMEX (Im-
plicit Explicit) Runge-Kutta is superior to fully explicit and fully implicit methods in Large Eddy
Simulations [Persson, 2011].
The Discontinuous FEM Methods (Discontinuous Galerkin [Reed and Hill, 1973, Baker, 1977]
(DG), Discontinuous Least-Squares [Pontaza and Reddy, 2006, Bochev et al., 2012] (DLS), Mortar
Elements [Maday et al., 1989], ... ) are well-developed approaches which are suitable for complex
geometries and have excellent embarrassingly parallel efficiency [Biswas et al., 1994, Cockburn, 2003,
wang Shu, 2009], inherent non-conforming hp-refinement capability and explicit/implicit marching
is easily attainable. The major limitation of these methods is an excessive number of DOF due to
duplicated interpolation points at the interior edges of the domain. The memory requirement of
this limitation can be overcome in the implementation by using a Newton-Krylov (Jacobian-free)
approach [Park et al., 2008]. However, the degree of freedom of the system is still higher than
continuous Finite Element methods.
Table 1: Comparision of different numerical methods for solving conservation laws
FD FV Cheby. CG-FEM Spectral Discontinuous FEM Spectral
Fourier (SUPG, Element DG, DLS, Hull
LSFEM, ...) Mortar Element, ...
Spectral Accuracy 7 7 33 7 3 7 3
Complex Geometry 7 33 7 3 3 3 3
Easy h-refinement 7 3 7 3 3 33 33
Easy p-refinement 3 7 3 3 3 33 33
Imp./Explicit Time 3 3 3 7 7 3 3
Minimum Degree 7 7 33 7 7 77 3
of Freedom
Quadrature 3 3 3 7 7 7 7
Free
The Spectral Hull method (The last col. of Tab. (1)) has a unique property that can systemat-
ically reduce the degrees of freedom. This remarkable property and its underlying mechanism will
be discussed in the rest of this paper. Therefore, at this point, we skip verifying the rest of the
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properties of this method and leave it to the conclusion § 5.
In writing this paper, it is intended that the concepts are delivered with enough mathematical
rigor but the main purpose is to assist practitioners with a new method to reduce the cost of discon-
tinuous finite element methods applicable to the modern technologies involving unstructured grids
and scalable software framework. Therefore pursuing a theorem-proof style is unavoidable but the
authors minimize the elaboration in this regard. In the first part of the paper, the concept of DOF
reduction is delivered in § 2 with necessary arguments about the practicality of this approach. Then
we proceed to the mathematical part of the paper in § 3 where a polynomial expansion based on the
singular value decomposition of the Vandermonde matrix is proposed. A series of theorems is given
for the behavior of the proposed polynomial expansion in d-dimensional space which altogether con-
struct a comprehensive toolchain for analyzing the convergence of the proposed expansion. Another
outcome of such theorems is a new proof of the celebrated Weierstrass approximation theorem in Rd.
Finally, the application and performance of the new hull basis is investigated in several benchmark
problems of acoustics and fluid dynamics and the results are compared to conventional DG and DLS
solutions.
2 How can hulls reduce the degree of freedom of Finite Ele-
ments?
The degrees of freedom (DOF) of a Galerkin method is defined to be the total number of the inter-
polation points times the number of primary variables. Using this definition, the basic mechanism
of DOF reduction using hulls or polygons is illustrated in Fig.(1). As shown, a hexagonal area which
is part of computational domain is selected.
In the conventional FEM, this area is further subdivided until a well-conditioned triangular/quadrilateral
grid is obtained. A minimum of four triangles are required to subdivide a hexagonal. However, to im-
prove the condition of triangles, we used a symmetric triangularization by adding one Steiner point
at the center. The schematic of interpolation points for Discontinuous and Continuous Galerkin
FEM methods are shown in the first and second rows respectively and the spectral hull approach is
shown in the third row. As shown, in the first row, DG method on triangular elements yields extra
additional DOF due to the duplication of interpolation points at vertices and the edges of triangles.
According to the second row, CG leads to small number of DOFs due to uniqueness of interpolation
points at vertices and edges. However, it should be noted that there must be unnecessary nodes at
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 DOF = 18 
DOF = 7 
DOF = 3 
 
DOF = 36 
DOF = 19 
DOF = 6 
 
DOF = 60 
DOF = 37 
DOF = 10 
Figure 1: The DOF requirement of three methods; Top row) Discontinuous FEM. Middle) Contin-
uous FEM and Bottom) Spectral Hull in P space (see Eq.(7) for definition of P space)
the interior/boundary edges of the hexagonal area for the CG approach to be able to use a FEM
affine basis on this area to achieve the desired order of accuracy. The direct hull approach, shown
in the third row, eliminates this limitation because no further triangulation is needed. As a conse-
quence, there is no requirement to have interpolation points on the interior edges and vertices. In
fact, the entire hull can be discretized using only 3, 6, and 10 interpolation points2 to achieve first,
second and third order of accuracy.
The DOF of DG/CG FEM can dramatically increase when higher order polynomials are used.
Figure (2) compares the rate of growth of these methods versus the Spectral Hull approach. This
plot is based on the following equations. The DOF of DG methods is Ne times the DOF of each
triangle, i.e. DOFDG = Ne(p+1)(p+2)/2 where Ne is the number of edges (sides) of the hull region
of the domain. For CG, the interior duplicates must be removed from this formulae which gives
DOFCG = DOFDG − Ne(p + 1) + 1. Finally the DOF of Spectral Hull approach is DOFSHULL =
(p+ 1)(p+ 2)/2 if P space is used or DOFSHULL = (p+ 1)2 if Q space is used.
According to Fig.(2), the DOF of a conventional FEM is more than a thousand if the hull is
resolved with 20th-order polynomials. This huge order of accuracy is typically found in Chebyshev-
Fourier spectral methods. As can be seen, the conventional DG/CG FEM framework is just not
practical to be used as a substitute for a pure spectral method. At the same time, we observe that
the DOF of Spectral hull approach is close to 200 which is acceptable in practice. Also the rate
of growth of these methods clearly demonstrate the limitations of CG/DG FEM methods for huge
2or modes if the modal approach § 3 is used
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p-refinement.
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Figure 2: The DOF requirement of three methods discussed in Fig. (1).
To illustrate the basic mechanism in which SHull can be made more efficient than CG and DG,
let us consider the middle column of Fig. (1) as an example. In this case p = 2 polynomials are
used for the three different methods. The truncation error of a p = 2 DG discretization is T.E.DG =
1/6α1O(h3) where the factor 1/6 comes from the fact that the hexagon is divided into six triangles
of average edge size h. So a third-order accuracy is multiplied by 1/6 to reflect this. Note that α1 is
a constant and DOFDG = 36. Similarly, for CG we have T.E.CG = 1/6α2O(h3) and DOFCG = 19.
For the spectral hull, the truncation error is T.E.SHull = α3O(h3) with DOFSHull = 6. Now, the
basic mechanism in which spectral hull can be made more efficient is to increase the polynomial
degree to at least one level higher. In this case, for p = 3, T.E.SHull = α4O(h4) = α4 × h×O(h3).
Therefore, for sufficiently small value of h
α4 × h×O(h3) ≤ 1/6α1O(h3)
α4 × h×O(h3) ≤ 1/6α2O(h3), (1)
or equivalently,
T.E.SHull
∣∣∣∣DOF=10
p=3
≤ T.E.DG
∣∣∣∣DOF=36
p=2
,
T.E.SHull
∣∣∣∣DOF=10
p=3
≤ T.E.CG
∣∣∣∣DOF=19
p=2
, (2)
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Therefore, with smaller DOF, a spectral hull method can be made more accurate (or at least
equally accurate) to a DG or CD method on a hexagonal region and plus we don’t pay for the cost
of generating sub triangulation.
These ideas illustrated using simple hexagonal domain of Fig .(1) can be generalized to more
complicated domains. Let us consider the concave domain on the left side of Fig. (3). This domain
has two reflex (concave) vertices V6 and V9 but assume that for an arbitrary domain we have “r”
number of reflex vertices. Following Hertel-Mehlhorn procedure (Theorem 6 in Ref. [Hertel and
Mehlhorn, 1985], also see Ref. [O’Rourke, 1987] for fantastic discussions), we loop over vertices
and connect them to other visible vertices by generating interior edges until all vertices are done.
Then, at each vertex, all interior edges that are not required to keep that vertex (and the connected
vertex) convex are eliminated. At reflex vertices, maximum 2 interior edges are required to preserve
convexity. In the worst-case scenario, we assume that at all reflex vertices, two interior edges are
required and none of these edges are connected to the other reflex vertices. In this case, Hertel-
Mehlhorn procedure apparently yields
Number of partitions = Number of convex hulls = 1 + 2 + 2 + . . .+ 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r reflex vertices
= 1 + 2r (3)
which not only gives an estimate for the number of convex partitions (hulls) but also it gives an
algorithm to partition the domain. Now consider the best case where at each reflex vertex only 1
interior edge is required and that edge is also connected to another reflex vertex. In this idealistic
case, Eq. (3) yields the optimal number of convex hulls as follows
OPT = Min. Number of convex hulls = 1 + r2 . (4)
It immediately follows that
Number of hulls generated using Hertel-Mehlhorn algorithm ≤ 4×OPT, (5)
which demonstrates that Hertel-Mehlhorn algorithm can reach to near optimal (minimum) number
of generated convex hulls.
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(a) Hertel-Mehlhorn Started with Vertex V1.
(b) Hertel-Mehlhorn Started with Vertex V9.
Figure 3: The procedures used by Hertel and Mehlhorn to generate near-optimal convex partitions.
Also, we want to insist that the order of selected vertices in the Hertel-Mehlhorn procedure is
important. As shown in Fig. (3-a, left to right), starting with vertex V1, connecting vertices and
eliminating unnecessary edges, results in 4 convex hulls at the end. This is while, starting with
vertex V9, according to Fig. (3-b, left to right), yields the minimum number of generated convex
hulls at the end which is 2.
The impressive conclusion here is that both these numbers are smaller than a conventional
triangulation algorithm which yields 24 triangles and quadrilateralization which yields 7 elements
(Please see Fig.(4)). Therefore, using the reduced number of hulls generated in this way and also
increasing the polynomial degree, more accurate discretization can be obtained with smaller DOF
in a similar fashion described by Eq.(2).
(a) Domain (b) Triangulation (c) Quadrilateralization (d) Hertel-Mehlhorn (e) Optimum
Figure 4: The number of convex partitioning obtained using different methods; b) 24 elements, c) 7
elements, d) 4 hulls, e) 2 hulls.
2.1 Convex hull tessellation and complex engineering geometries
From complex engineering geometries, the tessellation of the domain with polygons (as demonstrated
in Fig. (3)) seems to be arguable in the sense that the mentioned Hertel-Mehlhorn procedure may not
work for this purpose. Here we bring a few example of the evidence of the practicality of this approach
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in Fig. (5)3. Please note that Hertel-Mehlhorn procedure would run in O(n log logn) [O’Rourke,
1987] and is faster than any fine-grain trimesher. On top left a domain containing a cylinder is
partitioned into near-minimum number of hulls. This yields very coarse grain hulls that are perfectly
suited for a spectral expansion as long as the solution and geometry are infinitely differentiable. The
reader might notice that in some situations where the solution is not sufficiently smooth or near
the boundaries where the geometry is irregular, the Hertel-Mehlhorn theorem fails to generate the
practical tessellation.
0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
h-refine for flow case containing cylinder and square (closeup)
−8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6
−2
0
2
4
6
8
10
h−refinement of convex hulls for Lake Superior geometry
Figure 5: The generation of hulls using Hertel and Mehlhorn theorem and then h-refinement. Top
Left) simple cylinder configuration. Top Right) cylinder-box config with h-refinements. Bottom
Left) near-optimal hulls for complex geometry; Lake Superior. Bottom Right) with h-refinements.
This is not a major problem because the initial (near-optimal) tessellation can be subdivided until
the desired conditions are satisfied. This is shown in Fig. (5-Top Right). The same procedure will
3This algorithm is robustly implemented in GEOMEPACK Software [Joe, 1991]
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also work for complex geometries as shown in Fig. (5-Bottom Left). Also the h-adaptation strategy
gives a more practical grid presented in Bottom Right. This h-adaptation strategy is combined
with general p-adaptation method (§ 3) in the Spectral Hull method to construct an arbitrary-hp
algorithm. Details are provided in the following sections.
Although the application of Hertel-Mehlhorn theorem is very limited in the three dimensional
space, there are other methodologies for element agglomeration. Instead of fully tet-meshing the
domain, hexahedral elements (six sided hulls) can be inserted at regions of interest. As shown in
Fig.(6), the area near the geometry can be tet-meshed and the area in the far field where the smooth
high frequency wake/acoustic waves exist can be easily hex-meshed. This fast algorithm runs in
seconds on a desktop computer and generates a high quality tet/hex grids. Obviously a Spectral
Hull algorithm in the hex area results in very small DOF compared to conventional methods.
Figure 6: Element agglomeration in 3D.
Another approach to generate hulls is to stop a tri/tet meshing algorithm [Bowyer, 1981, Lawson,
1977, Watson, 1981, Shewchuk, 1998, Si, 2015] at an intermediate stage without sub triangulation
of convex hull. This is a purely multidimensional approach, and in 3D, hulls can have many faces.
The more the number of faces/edges is, the more DOF can be saved using the spectral hull approach
according to § 2.
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Figure 7: The generation of hulls from triangulation/quadrilateralization by Top) Semi-regular
Tessellation Bottom) Method of Duals [Sarhangi, 2004]
In fact, it is possible to obtain hulls containing more than ten edges. As an example, Fig. (7-a)
contains hulls with 12, 6 and 4 edges and in another case, we see hulls with 12 and 3 edges in Fig.
(7-b). The agglomeration-based algorithm to create these artistic meshes which can cover a complex
geometry is briefly mentioned in [Sarhangi, 2004].
The third approach is the method of duals where the duals are first created from any initial grid
and then selected as hulls in the spectral hull discretization. This approach is extremely general and
is purely multidimensional since duals can be created from already well-developed tri/quad/tet/hex
meshing technologies. Examples of this approach is presented in Fig. (7-c) for hexagonal hulls
created from triangular duals and quad hulls created from quad duals (part d).
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3 Derivation of d-dimensional spectral basis functions over
an arbitrary convex/concave hull
The space of d-variate polynomials obtained by product of one-dimensional monomials is represented
by
fQ =
d∏
i=1
xi
di , di = 0, . . . , (ni − 1), (6)
which has the dimension N =
∏d
i=1 ni defined in Ω =
∏d
i=1Ri ⊂ Rd where dimRi = ni. The
constrained subspace of Eq. (6) for ni = n is the space of polynomials with the maximum degree
(n-1) denoted by
fP =
d∏
i=1
xi
di ,
d∑
k=1
dk ≤ (n− 1), (7)
where N = dim(fP ) = 1/d!
∏d
k=1(n+ k− 1). For sufficiently large number of interpolation points in
Ω
X = {xˆi} ⊂ Ω, 1 ≤ i ≤M, M  N, (8)
the transpose of the rectangular Vandermonde matrix can be constructed columnwise by using f
defined in either in Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) as follows
VT = [[f(xˆ1)], [f(xˆ2)], . . . , [f(xˆM )]] ∈ RN×M . (9)
Definition 1. The large set of points X = {xˆi=1...M} in Eq. (8) are the candidate points. The
approximate Fekete points XF = {xˆi=1...N} are selected amongst these points such that they mimic
the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points inside Ω. For more details on construction of these points, refer
to § 3.2.
We are interested to find X such that the Lagrange polynomials constructed by
ψ (xˆi) = δij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, xˆi ∈ X, (10)
have small Lebesgue constant defined by the operator norm of the d-dimensional interpolation
ΛN (T ) = max
(
N∑
i=1
|ψi(x)|
)
, x ∈ Ω, (11)
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which determines an upperbound for the interpolation error
‖u− I(u)‖ ≤ (1 + ΛN (T )) ‖u− p∗‖ (12)
where ‖u − I(u)‖ is the norm of the difference between the exact value of u and an interpolated
value I(u) given as
I(u)(x) =
N∑
i=1
ψi(x)ui, (13)
at any point x ∈ Ω and p∗ is the optimum interpolant, yielding the best approximation of u at x. The
existence of a polynomial interpolant for u is guaranteed by Weierstrass approximation theorem4 and
it can be shown that the optimal interpolant also exists and is unique5. For one-dimensional equally
distributed points, which forms popular FEM Lagrange basis, it is possible to show that the Lebesgue
constant grows exponentially as ΛN (T ) ∼ 2N+1/ (eN logN) [Smith, 2006]. Therefore, according to
Eq. (12), for very high-order approximations, these points result in significant deviation from the
optimal result. It is possible and practical to decrease Lebesgue constant by choosing Chebyshev
points (with ΛN (T ) < 2pi log(N + 1) + 1). However, in higher dimensions, Chebyshev points are
determined by Kronecker product of 1D distribution and hence Ω must be limited to quadrilateral
and hexagonal shapes. As we demonstrated in § 2 a quad/hex tessellation of the domain significantly
violates optimum partitioning of a complex shape domain and hence extra elements and hence extra
DOF will be induced which is not desirable.
Yet there is still another elegant approach to decrease the Lebesgue constant by selecting a set
of quadrature points as the interpolation points in Eq. (8) [Sommariva and Vianello, 2009]. In this
method, which is applicable to arbitrarily-shaped domains, the best linear approximation for the jth
moment
mj =
∫
Ω
fj(x)dµ, (14)
can be obtained by solving the following underdetermined system
∑
j
wjfi (xˆj) = VTw = mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤M. (15)
4One of many proofs to this theorem can be obtained considering u as the initial condition u0 for multidimensional
diffusion ∂tu = ∇2u. Since the time dependent solution is obtained by Gaussian convolution integral of initial function
and is analytic, then as t → 0, the initial function can be represented to arbitrary term (polynomial) in the Taylor
series of the convolution integral. Please see Chapter 6 of [Trefethen, 2013] for more details and references. Also
please see Theo. (7) for a new proof using orthonormal hull basis functions.
5Please see Theorem 10.1 of [Trefethen, 2013] for proof.
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or simply
VTw = m. (16)
The moments in Eq. (14) can be obtained analytically for simple geometries or they can be com-
puted using various methods including sub-triangulation and composite integration, the polygonal
Gauss-like method [Sommariva and Vianello, 2007] or an efficient method introduced below.
Introducing
Fk =
1
d
d∏
i=1
xi
(di+δik)
di + δik
, (17)
satisfies ∇.F = ∂Fk/∂xk = f where variants f are given in (6) and (7). Therefore for the volume
Ω enclosed by boundary ∂Ω we have
m =
∫
Ω
fdΩ =
∫
∂Ω
Fknˆkd∂Ω ≈
∑
∆Ωl
Jl
∑
m
∑
k
Fk (x˜lm) nˆklWlm, (18)
where it reduces the computational complexity of moment calculations to one dimension smaller
and can be easily computed in a computer program.
3.1 Iterative Process Reduced Using Singular Value Decomposition
An iterative procedure similar to the QR-based method by Sommariva etal. [Sommariva and Vianello,
2009] can be written using Singular Value Decomposition of the Vandermonde matrix as follows.
Data: Vk=0 is the Vandermode matrix defined in Eq.(9)
Result: Matrix Ps and well-conditioned Vandermonde matrix Vs+1
1 for k = 0 . . . s do
2 Vk = UkSkV Tk , Note : Economy size SVD ;
3 Pk = VkS−1k ;
4 Vk+1 = VkPk Note : Vk+1 = Uk so is well-conditioned since Uk is unitary ;
5 end
Algorithm 1: The process of reducing the condition number of the Vandermonde matrix using
only one iteration s = 0 which results in an explicit relation for the approximation of Fekete
points in Eq. (21).
where the initially ill-conditioned V is forced to mimic the orthonormal matrix Uk by multipli-
cation with Pk = inv(SkV Tk ). Note that the inverse is as costly as a matrix multiplication since Sk
is diagonal and Vk is orthonormal as well hence Pk is readily known. In fact, this algorithm can
be considered efficient if only one iteration is needed to reduce the condition number of V. For a
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moment, let us consider the case s = 0
V1 = V0P0 = VV S−1 (19)
where V0 is the unaltered Vandermonde matrix in Eq.(16) and V and S are the right unitary
matrix and the diagonal singular value matrix of the SVD of the unaltered Vandermonde matrix. The
experience shows that the above system is well-conditioned and in contrast to QR-based algorithm
where at least two iterations are necessary, Eq. (19) generates an explicit relation.
Left multiplying Eq. (16) with PT yields
PTVTw = PTm = µ (20)
But from Eq. (19), PTVT = VT1 which is very well-conditioned since V1 = U1 according to line
4 in Alg. (1) and hence its singular values are all close to unity. 6 Therefore, Eq. (20) yields
VT1 w = µ (21)
which is a very tall underdetermined N×M,M  N system of equations. Equations (21) should
be solved using a greedy algorithm that senses non-zero weights w of the quadrature points. The
final result is VT1 (w 6= 0) = µ or
UT0 w = µ, if w 6= 0, (22)
where U0 is the left unitary matrix of the SVD of the original Vandermonde matrix V0. Solving Eq.
(22) yields a set of weights that are mostly positive and all nonzero. Such a solution algorithm can
be obtained by performing a QR factorization of V1 and performing appropriate sorting to find the
first N strong columns among M initial columns. The quadrature points xˆ corresponding to these
columns are then selected as the interpolation points. Since these are good estimate of Fekete points
they are called Approximate Fekete points [Sommariva and Vianello, 2009]. Another method used
in this work to solve Eq. (21) is the method of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [Mallat and
Zhang, 1993, Bruckstein et al., 2008] which the advantage that no QR factorization is needed.
6We later use this property in Eq. (67) to show that the Lebesgue constant remains very small in this case and
very accurate interpolation can be achieved. We will also show in Fig. (28) that such interpolation if used in the
framework of DG spectral elements, leads to the superior accuracy compared to conventional FEM Lagrange basis
functions of the same order of accuracy since the Lebesgue constant (and hence interpolation error) is smaller.
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Figure 8: The generation of the candidate points using the fill pattern method.
3.2 Generating candidate points and procedures to find approximate
Fekete points
In order to find approximate Fekete points using Eq. (22), in the first step, the given arbitrary hull
needs to be filled with a sufficiently dense set of candidate points. There are two methods in order
to achieve this goal as described below.
1. Fill pattern method is a fast way to fill an arbitrary polyhedral subset of Rd with a large set
of equally distance points inside the bounding box of the polyhedral. Then, each point is
explicitly checked using polygonal point inclusion test [Franklin, 1970] to see if it is inside
the polyhedral and points that are outside are eliminated form the set. The result of this
algorithm is very close to a uniform distribution except near the boundaries of the polyhedral
where a gap is generated (See Fig. (8)).
2. The bounding box of the polyhedral is first filled with a random set of points. Then a gravita-
tional equilibrium approach with an artificial time dependency algorithm similar to [Persson
and Strang, 2004] is used to smoothen the distribution of these points. This algorithm is
called iterative gravitational method and can resolve the issues of the fill pattern method in
generating uniform distribution near the boundaries. An example of this iterative procedure
is illustrated in Fig. (10).
Once the candidate points are generated, we are ready to perform SVD Alg. (1) and solve for
Eq. (22) to find the approximate Fekete points. The result of this process is shown in Fig. (10). As
seen, in the first step, candidate points are generated using the fill pattern method in Fig. (10-a).
Subsequently, the approximate Fekete points are selected from this point set by solving Eq. (22).
The selected points demonstrate stretching near boundaries which is a typical sign of Fekete-like
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(a) itr = 1 (b) itr = 2 (c) itr = 8 (d) itr = 32
Figure 9: The generation of the candidate points using a pseudo time iterative gravitational method.
(a) Candidate Points (b) Approximate Fekete Points
Figure 10: The procedure of generating candidate points (a) and selecting approximate Fekete points
(b) on a concave hull.
points distribution. It should be noted that the selected points are not uniformly symmetric and the
pattern has small deviations. However, these points generate very accurate interpolations as will be
discussed in the following sections (see Fig. (18)).
3.3 Numerical comparison between SVD and QR approaches
The QR algorithm of Sommariva etal. [Sommariva and Vianello, 2009] needs at least two iterations
to yield well-conditioned approximation of Fekete points. This is mentioned as the rule of “twice
is enough”, see Ref. [Giraud et al., 2005]. However SVD based Alg. (1) only needs one iteration.
In other words, the SVD algorithm results in a closed form relation Eq.(21) for approximation of
the Fekete points. In order to validate this, two-dimensional function u = cos(3pix) cos(3piy) is
reconstructed on Ω = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] by evaluating the vandermonde matrix on two different set
of points obtained by SVD and QR algorithms. In both cases, the function is reconstructed using
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nodal basis obtained by using Eq. (37). The number of iterations is fixed to s = 1 for both methods.
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Figure 11: The comparison between SVD and QR approaches to find approximate Fekete points
using only one iteration. Left) The interpolation error versus polynomial degree. Right) Various
measures.
As shown in Fig. (11), with increasing the polynomial order, the Lebesgue constant of the
QR-based algorithm increases rapidly and the reconstructed function exhibits unacceptable error.
Interestingly, in contrast with QR-based method, the sum of the absolute values of the weights of the
quadratures, i.e. wi, obtained using SVD algorithm is monotonically decreasing. For both methods∑
i wi ≈ 4 which shows that the QR-based algorithm generates negative weights with increased
polynomial degree.
3.4 Nodal Spectral Hull Basis Functions
A polynomial of degree at most N in d-dimensional space can be represented by
ψj (x1, x2, . . . , xd) =
[
1, x1, x21, . . . , x2, x22, . . . , xd, x2d, . . .
]
(1,N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
either fP orfQ
[a]j(N,1) = faj . (23)
When evaluated at selected interpolation points xˆi obtained using either the QR algorithm [Som-
mariva and Vianello, 2009] or the SVD Alg. (1), for N-possible variation of constant vector a it
yields
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[ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψN ](1,N) =
[
[f(xˆi)](1,N)[a1](N,1), [f(xˆi)](1,N)[a2](N,1), . . . , [f(xˆi)](1,N)[aN ](N,1)
]
= [f(xˆi)](1,N)
[
[a1](N,1), [a2](N,1), . . . , [aN ](N,1)
]
= [f(xˆi)](1,N)[a](N,N).(24)
Evaluating Eq. (24) at all XF = xˆi, i = 1 . . . N yields the basis functions
Ψ = [[ψ1], [ψ2], . . . , [ψN ]](N,N) =

[f(xˆ1)](1,N)
[f(xˆ2)](1,N)
...
[f(xˆN )](1,N)

(N,N)
[a](N,N). (25)
By using the definition of the Vandermonde matrix, Eq. (25) can be represented in the following
compact form.
Ψ = Va, (26)
where V is a N ×N subsection of the tall M ×N Vandermonde matrix defined in Eq.(9) such that
V (xˆi∀wi=1...N 6= 0) according to the solution of Eq.(21). In Eq. (26), the numerical value of the jth
basis function evaluated at point xˆi is located at entry Ψ(i, j). Applying Eq. (10) to Eq. (26) yields
Va = I, (27)
and hence, the coefficients of the nodal basis functions can be determined by inverting the Vander-
monde matrix. Here we introduce a new nodal/modal basis function by replacing the Vandermonde
matrix in Eq. (27) with a complete singular value decomposition
USV Ta = I, (28)
which yields the unknown coefficients of the nodal Approximate Fekete Basis (AFB) as
a = V S−1 UT . (29)
The coefficient matrix a can be calculated once and tabulated for arbitrary order of approximation
and variety of hull shapes. Then, any point x ∈ Ω, the value of the jth basis function can be efficiently
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calculated with O(N) operations by evaluating fP or fQ at that point and performing the vector
product in Eq.(23). In order to obtain the modal form of AFB, let us substitute Eq. (29) into Eq.
(24) to obtain
ψj = [ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψN ](1,N) = [f(x)](1,N)V S
−1 UT (30)
where x ∈ Ω is not necessarily an interpolation point. An alternative evaluation of the nodal basis
functions is to start with Eq. (27) and then define aˆ such that
P0aˆ = a (31)
where P0 is defined in the Alg. (1) for P = Pk=0. Substituting Eq.(31) in Eq. (27) yields
VP0aˆ = V0P0aˆ = I, (32)
Using Eq.(19), Eq. (32) can be written as
V1aˆ = I, (33)
which is already calculated and has better condition number compared to V (xˆi∀wi=1...N 6= 0) be-
cause it is forced to mimic the unitary matrix U according to line (4) in Alg. (1). Now, replacing
V1 with its SVD yields
U1S1V
T
1 aˆ = I, (34)
or
aˆ = V1S−11 UT1 . (35)
Substituting Eq. (35) in Eq. (31) yields the coefficients of the nodal basis functions as follows.
a = P0V1S−11 UT1 (36)
and hence the nodal basis functions can also be represented by inserting the coefficients a from
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Eq. (36) into Eq.(23). The final result is given below
[ψ1(x), ψ2(x), . . . , ψN (x)] = [f(x)](1,N) P0V1S−11 UT1 (37)
3.5 Modal Spectral Hull Basis Functions
Right multiplying Eq. (30) with the unitary matrix U yields
ψ¯j = ψjU = [f(x)](1,N)V S
−1, (38)
where according to Theo. (3), ψ¯j is the jth modal basis function since ψ¯j are orthogonal. Since
the singular values are naturally ordered from large values to small values in the standard SVD,
the ψ¯j modes also start from lowest frequency mode for j = 1 to the highest frequency mode for
j = N . The important point is that a given function u can be approximated as the sum of ψ¯ with
the converging property in a sense that the higher modes included, the more accuracy is obtained.
To show this, let us project u into a subset of the modal space
u =
km∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk, 1 ≤ (km = kmax) ≤ N. (39)
Substituting ψ¯j from Eq. (38) in Eq. (39) yields
u = [f(x)](1,N)V(N,km) S
−1
(km,km)w(km,1) (40)
Definition 2. Inspired by the terminology“Fourier Coefficient” given in (Ref. [Funaro, 1992]- Page
27) for the polynomial approximation of one-dimensional functions, we consistently extend it to the
Generalized Fourier Coefficient/Amplitude (GFC) of Rd approximation u u ψ¯kwk where wk is the
GFC.
Now we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let u(x) be defined for x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd. Then the GFC wk in the series expansion
u =
∑km
k=1 ψ¯kwk, 1 ≤ (km = kmax) ≤ N decays.
Proof. We need to show that for any m = 1 . . . (N − 1), the ratio of the upper bounds of two
consequent GFCs is less than unity. Consider N distinct points x˘m=1...N ∈ Ω. Then, interpolating
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at x˘ using Eq. (40) yields
u =

f(x˘1)
f(x˘2)
...
f(x˘N )

(N,N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V˘
V(N,km) S
−1
(km,km)w(km,1). (41)
since x˘m=1...N are distinct, then V˘ is invertible and hence Eq. (41) can be written as
u˘ = V˘−1u = V(N,km) S−1(km,km)w(km,1). (42)
Left multiplying Eq. (42) with the mth column of V(N,km) yields
[Vm]T(1,N) u˘(N,1) = [Vm]
T
(1,N) V(N,km) S
−1
(km,km)w(km,1) =
wm
σm
. (43)
Note that since V(N,km) is unitary, the product of its mth column to itself generates a vector of
zeros expect unity at the mth location and hence the final result of vector product is the ratio of the
mth GFC wm to the mth singular value σm. Equation (43) can be further expanded as below.
∣∣∣∣wmσm
∣∣∣∣ = |wm|σm = ∥∥VmT u˘∥∥ ≤ ∥∥VmT∥∥ ‖u˘‖ ≤ ‖u˘‖ (44)
Since V is unitary,
∥∥VmT∥∥ = 1 was used in Eq. (44). Using Eq. (44) one obtains
|wm+1|
‖u˘‖ ≤ σm+1, (45)
|wm|
‖u˘‖ ≤ σm, (46)
which determines the maximum possible magnitudes of the GFC as
|wmaxm+1| = σm+1 ‖u˘‖ , (47)
|wmaxm | = σm ‖u˘‖ , (48)
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or
|wmaxm+1|
|wmaxm |
= σm+1
σm
≤ 1. (49)
According to the property of singular value decomposition σN ≤ σN−1 ≤ . . . ≤ σ2 ≤ σ1 for any
N . Therefore, the GFCs are decaying (not necessarily monotonic) in an envelop shaped by the decay
of the singular values (See Fig. (13 - dashed bars)).Therefore the proof is complete. 
In practice, the values of GFCs can be computed in a surprisingly efficient manner by utilizing
the unitary matrix U . This is discussed in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For any bounded u defined on Ω ⊂ Rd, the GFCs of orthogonal hull expansion Eq.
(39) are given by
w = UTu (50)
Proof. Similar to proof of Theo. (1), this time, consider the N distinct points to be the approximate
Fekete points xˆm=1...N . Then, interpolation using Eq. (40) yields
u =

f(xˆ1)
f(xˆ2)
...
f(xˆN )

(N,N)
V(N,km) S
−1
(km,km)w(km,1). (51)
Substituting the SVD of the Vandermonde matrix V = USV T into Eq.(51) yields
u = U(N,N)S(N,N)V T(N,N)V(N,km)S−1(km,km)w(km,1). (52)
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But
V T(N,N)V(N,km) = I(N,km) =


1
1
. . .
1

(km,km)
0
0
. . .
0

(N−km,km)

. (53)
Substituting Eq. (53) in Eq. (52) yields
u = U(N,N)S(N,N)I(N,km)S−1(km,km)w(km,1). (54)
Similarly, the product of singular value matrix S(N,N) with the truncated identity matrix I(N,km)
is a truncated diagonal matrix given below
S(N,N)I(N,km) = S¯(N,km) =


σ1
σ2
. . .
σkm

(km,km)
0
0
. . .
0

(N−km,km)

. (55)
Substituting Eq. (55) in Eq. (54) and multiplying both sides with UT yields
UTu = S¯(N,km)S−1(km,km)w(km,1). (56)
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Since
S¯(N,km)S
−1
(km,km) =


σ1
σ2
. . .
σkm

(km,km)
0
0
. . .
0

(N−km,km)


1
σ1
1
σ2
. . .
1
σkm

= I(N,km), (57)
therefore Eq. (56) yields
UTu = I(N,km)w(km,1) = w(km,1) (58)
which shows that all GFCs are obtained with O(N2) operations (matrix vector product) when full-
span unitary matrix U(N,N) is invoked, i.e. w1...N = UT(N,N)u. However, when only the first km
columns of U are used, the result is the first 1 . . . km GFCs, i.e. w1...km = UT(N,1...km)u. 
Remark 1. The reader may have noticed that Eq. (50) constitutes a Generalized Discrete Transform
similar to Discrete Fourier Transform by multiplying the given function u with the unitary matrix
U . While the basic mechanism of w = UTu is similar to DFT, Eq. (50) generalizes DFT to any
arbitrarily shaped and non-periodic hulls (domains). This important result reveals that the unitary
matrix U is in fact can be regarded as a very generalized convolution operator (matrix).
Remark 2. The truncated GFCs using w1...km = UT(N,1...km)u yields a generalized a posteriori
error estimator. In the classical Fourier analysis, the tail of the Fourier series (higher frequencies)
can be eliminated to smoothen the solution. This filtering strategy can be done here on arbitrary
shaped hull by just using the first modes in the series expansion u = ψ¯kwk with the coefficients
w1...km = UT(N,1...km)u. Strictly speaking, the norm of the eliminated tail, i.e. ‖UT(N,km+1...N)u‖2 is
an error estimator of the sum of the eliminated energy according to Parseval theorem (4).
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3.6 Calculating the Lebesgue constant
The general linear interpolation I(u) = LNu can be written using the modal expansion Eq. (39) as
follows
I(u) = LNu =
km∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk. (59)
It is our interest to study the error generated by such interpolation. In particular, the conven-
tional concept used in the Approximation Theory community is to show that
E (I(u)) = ‖u− LNu‖ , (60)
is small enough. Equation (60) can be written as
‖u− LNu‖ = ‖u− u∗ + u∗ − LNu‖ (61)
where u∗ = LNu∗ is the optimal interpolant at point x ∈ Ω. In fact, LN is Lagrange basis
constructed at the approximate Fekete points xˆ = x ∈ Ω and then used as basis at any point x ∈ Ω
in particular x = xˆ where LN = 1 and hence u∗ = LNu∗. In the next step, by using the triangle
inequality
E (I(u)) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥u− u∗ + u∗︸︷︷︸LNu∗−LNu
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ‖u− u∗‖+ ‖LNu∗ − LNu‖ ≤ ‖u− u∗‖+ ‖LN‖‖u− u∗‖
≤ (1 + ‖LN‖) ‖u− u∗‖ (62)
Therefore the interpolation error is bounded above by the norm of the interpolation operator
and hence the Lebesgue constant can be defined as
ΛN (T ) = ‖LN‖ (63)
Therefore, we are interested in the interpolation points that result in the minimal Lebesgue
constant to maximize the accuracy of the interpolation according to Eq. (62). The approximate
Fekete points presented before have such an impressive property. Exact calculation of the Lebesgue
constant has always been a hard task and mostly done using empirical relations. The closed-form
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formulae are only available for the case of 1D and simple interpolants like Chebyshev polynomials as
mentioned before. We derive an explicit relation for the Lebesgue constant of an arbitrary shaped
hull in Rd. The key is hidden in the minimum singular value of the orthogonal basis functions ψ¯i as
it is shown below.
Using Eq. (38), Eq. (63) leads to
ΛN (T ) = ‖LN‖ =
∥∥∥[f(x)](1,N)V S−1∥∥∥ , (64)
or
‖LN‖ =
√∫
Ω
(
[f(x)](1,N)V S−1
)T
[f(x)](1,N)V S−1dΩ. (65)
or
‖LN‖ =
√∫
Ω
S−1V T (fT f)V S−1dΩ =
√∫
Ω
(fT f) dΩ S−1V TV S−1 =
√∫
Ω
(fT f) dΩ S−1. (66)
Therefore
‖LN‖max =
√∫
Ω (fT f) dΩ
σmin
(67)
Remark 3. It is crucially important to note that the norm of the moments, i.e.
∫
Ω
(
fT f
)
dΩ in the
numerator of Eq. (67) can be significantly large (especially for the higher order polynomials) on a
domain that is not centered around the origin. This will lead to significantly inaccurate interpolation
results because the Lebesgue constant increases rapidly according to Eq. (62).
Therefore it is important to use hulls centered around the origin (and additionally mapping them
inside the unity box- see Fig. (12) ) where it can be shown that the result of
∫
Ω
(
fT f
)
dΩ is always
smaller than unity and monotonically converges to unity for an infinite order polynomial (See Theo.
(5)). In this case the upperbound in Eq. (67) is very small and for the spectral hull basis evaluated
on approximate Fekete points, since σmin is close to unity, the interpolation remains very accurate
for significantly higher degree polynomials. In practice, in the implementation of discontinuous
finite element solution of compressible Euler equations (see Fig.(26)), the authors have implemented
hulls directly in the physical space without mapping. The results showed a gradual leaking in the
x-momentum and eventually the code blew up. There was absolutely no way for the authors to find
the bug except Eq. (67) miraculously shed light on the source of the bug. After the authors mapped
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Figure 12: The transformation of Ω to a bounded area near the origin.
each hull to the center, the bug was completely resolved and very stable and accurate results were
obtained. This side story demonstrates the significance of the presented analysis in the practical
implementations.
3.7 The approximation theory of the spectral hull expansion
This section summarizes the important theorems which are necessary to prove the convergence of
the spectral hull expansion. First, we start by proving the orthogonality and Parseval theorems and
then the Weierstrass theorem is proven for a particular form of spectral hull expansion which utilizes
orthonormal hull basis.
Theorem 3. ψ¯j forms an orthogonal set of basis functions for i = 1 . . . N .
Proof. According to Eq. (38) ψ¯k = 1/σkfV(k). Therefore, multiplying ψ¯k = 1/σkfV(k) and ψ¯m =
1/σmfV(m) (1 ≤ k,m ≤ N) and integrating over Ω yields
∫
Ω
ψ¯kψ¯mdΩ =
1
σkσm
∫
Ω
V T(k)f
T fV(m) (68)
or ∫
Ω
ψ¯kψ¯mdΩ =
(
V T(k)V(m) = δkm
)
σkσm
∫
Ω
fT fdΩ = ‖f‖
2
2δkm
σkσm
, (69)
where ‖f‖2 =
√∫
Ω f
T fdΩ is the L2 norm of the moments. Equation (69) is finite since σj=1...N 6=
0 and is only nonzero when k = m and hence ψ¯k and ψ¯m are orthogonal and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4. As a result, the basis
ψ˜k =
f
‖f‖2
V(k), (70)
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is orthonormal. However, this is only used for the proof of theorems and is not used in the spectral
element formulation in this paper since it requires the extra work for computation of the norm of the
moment vector over the hull. Although the latter can be precomputed and tabulated.
Theorem 4. Parseval theorem for the orthogonal hull expansion given in Eq. (39)
∫
Ω
(
m∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk
)2
dΩ = ‖f‖22
m∑
k=1
(
wk
σk
)2
. (71)
Proof.
(
m∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk
)2
= ψ¯21w21 + ψ¯22w22 + . . .+ ψ¯2mw2m
+ ψ¯1ψ¯2w1w2 + ψ¯1ψ¯3w1w3 + . . .+ ψ¯2ψ¯1w2w1 + . . .
= ψ¯kwkψ¯lwl = wkwlψ¯kψ¯l. (72)
Integrating Eq. (72) on Ω yields
∫
Ω
(
m∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk
)2
dΩ =
∫
Ω
wkwlψ¯kψ¯ldΩ = wkwl
∫
Ω
ψ¯kψ¯ldΩ. (73)
Using the result of Theo. (3) by substituting Eq. (69) in Eq. (73), one obtains
∫
Ω
(
m∑
k=1
ψ¯kwk
)2
dΩ = wkwl
∫
Ω
ψ¯kψ¯ldΩ
= wkwl
δkl
σkσl
‖f‖22 =
∑
k
‖f‖22
wkwk
σkσk
. (74)

Theorem 5. For a Ω selected as an arbitrary subset of x1 × x2 × . . . xi × . . .× xd = Rd inside the
d-dimensional cube |xi| ≤ a = tanh( 12 ) = 0.4621 . . . (See Fig. (12)),
∫
Ω ‖f‖22dΩ is monotonically
increasing but convergent and
∫
Ω
‖f‖22dΩ ≤
∫
Ω
1∏d
l=1 (1− ξ2k)
dξ1dξ2 . . . dξd ≤ 1, lim
N→∞
∫
Ω
‖fQ‖22dΩ = 1. (75)
Proof. For a moment consider the one dimensional space where f = xi=0...N according to Eq. (6).
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Hence
∫
Ω
‖f‖22dΩ =
∫
Ω
[
1, x, x2, . . . , xN
] [
1, x, x2, . . . , xN
]T
dΩ =
∫
Ω
(
1 + x2 + x4 + . . .+ x2N
)
dΩ. (76)
Obviously, the integral of the partial sum in Eq. (76) always have a monotonically increasing rate
since the area under the integrand is always increasing and positive. Now, in order to show that it
converges as N →∞, let us rewrite Eq. (76) as follows
∫
Ω
‖f‖22dΩ =
∫
Ω
1− x2(N+1)
1− x2 dΩ. (77)
Since Ω is now transformed to a box bounded by |a| < 1, x2(N+1) → 0 as N →∞ and thus Eq. (77)
leads to
∫
Ω
‖f‖22dΩ =
∫
Ω
1
1− x2 dΩ =
∫
Ω
arctanh(ξ)dΩ =
∫ a
−a
arctanh(ξ)dΩ = 2 arctanh(a) = 1. (78)
Similarly, in d-dimensional Q-space as N → ∞ the transient terms depending on N vanish and
hence
∫
Ω
‖f = fQ‖22dΩ =
∫
1
1
1− x21
dx1
∫
2
1
1− x22
dx2 . . .
∫
d
1
1− x2d
dxd =
d∏
i=1
∫
i
arctanh(ξi)dξi
=
∫ a
−a
. . .
∫ a
−a
arctanh(ξ1)arctanh(ξ2) . . . arctanh(ξd)dΩ = (2 arctanh(a))d = 1.(79)
with a little investigation we realize that
∫
Ω ‖fP ‖22dΩ ≤
∫
Ω ‖fQ‖22dΩ since the P is the lower
triangular part of Q space so the above result is also valid for polynomial space P and the proof is
now complete. 
Note that the lth GFC in the expansion u =
∑m
k=1 ψ¯kwk can be obtained by multiplying both
sides with ψ¯l and integrating over Ω. The result is presented below
∫
Ω
uψ¯ldΩ =
m∑
k=1
wk
(∫
Ω
ψ¯lψ¯k
)
. (80)
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Applying the orthogonality Theo. (3) (Eq. (69)) to Eq. (80) yields
∫
Ω
uψ¯ldΩ =
m∑
k=1
wk
‖f‖22δlk
σlσk
= ‖f‖22
wl
σ2l
. (81)
Hence
wl =
σ2l
‖f‖22
∫
Ω
uψ¯ldΩ, (82)
which yields
wk
σk
= σk‖f‖22
∫
Ω
uψ¯kdΩ. (83)
Equation (83) gives us a new upper bound for wkσk as follows
|wk|
σk
= σk‖f‖22
∥∥∥∥∫
Ω
uψ¯kdΩ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ σk‖f‖22
√∫
Ω
u2dΩ
√∫
Ω
ψ¯2kdΩ. (84)
Since u is square integrable, ‖u‖2 =
√∫
Ω u
2dΩ is finite. Substituting the definition ψ¯k = fV(k)/σk
in Eq. (84) yields
|wk|
σk
≤ σk‖f‖22
‖u‖2
√
‖f V(k)
σk
‖ ≤ σk‖f‖22
‖u‖2‖f‖2
1
σk
, (85)
or
|wk|
σk
≤ ‖u‖2‖f‖2
. (86)
Therefore comparing Eq.(46) and Eq.(86), it can be concluded that the kth GFC is always
bounded by
|wk| ≤ σk max
(‖u‖2
‖f‖2
, ‖u˘‖
)
(87)
This means that the magnitude of wk is not necessarily monotonically decreasing, although its
bound, i.e. |wk|max = σk ×max
(‖u‖2
‖f‖2 , ‖u˘‖
)
is always monotonically decreasing. This situation is
graphically illustrated in Fig. (13).
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Theorem 6. Parseval theorem for the orthonormal expansion given in Eq. (70)
∫
Ω
(
m∑
k=1
ψ˜kw˜k
)2
dΩ =
m∑
k=1
w˜2k. (88)
Proof.
∫
Ω
(
m∑
k=1
ψ˜kw˜k
)2
dΩ =
∫
Ω
w˜kw˜lψ˜kψ˜ldΩ = w˜kw˜l
∫
Ω
ψ˜kψ˜ldΩ = w˜kw˜l
∫
Ω
f
‖f‖2
V(k)
(
f
‖f‖2
V(l)
)T
dΩ
= w˜kw˜l
∫
Ω
f
‖f‖2
V(k)V
T
(l)
fT
‖f‖2
dΩ = w˜kw˜lδkl‖f‖22
∫
Ω
ffT dΩ = w˜kw˜lδkl
= w˜kw˜k =
m∑
k=1
w˜2k. (89)

Theorem 7 (Weierstrass Approximation Theorem for Ω arbitrary subset of Rd). Assume that u is
a bounded real-valued function on Ω ⊂ Rd then for every  > 0, there exists a polynomial p such that
for all x ∈ Ω, ‖u− p‖ < . Particularly, we also give an explicit relation for the polynomial p below.
p =
(∫
Ω
ψ˜k˜udΩ
)
ψ˜k˜, k˜ = permutation
(
sort↓
[∫
Ω
f1udΩ,
∫
Ω
f2udΩ, . . . ,
∫
Ω
fNudΩ
] [
V(1), V(2), . . . , V(N)
])
(90)
Proof. Using the orthonormality Theo. (6), multiplying u = ψ˜kw˜k with the lth orthonormal basis
and integrating yields
∫
Ω
ψ˜ludΩ =
∫
Ω
ψ˜lψ˜kw˜kdΩ = δlkw˜k = w˜l (91)
Substituting Eq. (91) in u = ψ˜kw˜k yields
u = ψ˜kw˜k = ψ˜k
(∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ
)
, (92)
which is the Gram-Schmidt process for the error vector u⊥ which is normal to the span of all
orthonormal hull basis functions, i.e.
u⊥ = u− < u, ψ˜1 >
< ψ˜1, ψ˜1 >
ψ˜1 − < u, ψ˜2 >
< ψ˜2, ψ˜2 >
ψ˜2 − . . .− < u, ψ˜N >
< ψ˜N , ψ˜N >
ψ˜N (93)
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or
u =< u, ψ˜1 > ψ˜1+ < u, ψ˜2 > ψ˜2 + . . .+ < u, ψ˜N > ψ˜N + u⊥ (94)
observing that < ψ˜k, ψ˜k >=
∫
Ω ψ˜
2
kdΩ = 1 according to Theo. (6) since ψ˜ are orthonormal.
Therefore the Gram-Schmidt process results in monotonically decreasing residuals ⊥u (and hence
the proof of theorem) if we can show that by some way the magnitude of the projections < u, ψ˜k >
can be made monotonically decreasing. In order to show this, let us focus on the integral
∫
Ω ψ˜kudΩ
in Eq. (92) which can be written as the summation of the Riemannian series on the quadrature
points x˚i ∈ Ω and the measure µi according to
∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ =
∞∑
i=1
ψ˜k (˚xi)u(˚xi)µi = [u(˚x1)µ1, u(˚x2)µ2, . . .]

ψ˜k (˚x1)
ψ˜k (˚x2)
...
 , (95)
which can be further expanded using the definition ψ˜k = f/‖f‖V(k) as follows
∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ = [u(˚x1)µ1, u(˚x2)µ2, . . .]

ψ˜k (˚x1)
ψ˜k (˚x2)
...

= [u(˚x1)µ1, u(˚x2)µ2, . . .]

f1 (˚x1)
‖f‖2
f2 (˚x1)
‖f‖2 . . .
fN (˚x1)
‖f‖2
f1 (˚x2)
‖f‖2
f2 (˚x2)
‖f‖2 . . .
fN (˚x2)
‖f‖2
...
...
...
...
 [V(1), V(2), . . . , V(N)] .(96)
The first two terms on the rhs of Eq.(96) can be combined to
∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ =
1
‖f‖2
[ ∞∑
i=1
u(˚xi)f1(˚xi)µi,
∞∑
i=1
u(˚xi)f2(˚xi)µi, . . .
] [
V(1), V(2), . . . , V(N)
]
, (97)
or ∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ =
1
‖f‖2
[∫
Ω
f1udΩ,
∫
Ω
f2udΩ, . . . ,
∫
Ω
fNudΩ
] [
V(1), V(2), . . . , V(N)
]
. (98)
According to Eq. (98), the kth moment of inertia, i.e.
∫
Ω fkudΩ appears. Since u is bounded on
Ω, all these integrals exist and are finite and hence the vector
W =
[∫
Ω
f1udΩ,
∫
Ω
f2udΩ, . . . ,
∫
Ω
fNudΩ
]
, (99)
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exists and is finite. Therefore using Eqs. (99) and (98), the coefficient of the Gram-Schmidt projec-
tion, i.e.
∫
Ω ψ˜kudΩ given below
∫
Ω
ψ˜kudΩ =
1
‖f‖2
[W1,W2, . . . ,WN ]
[
V(1), V(2), . . . , V(N)
]
, (100)
can be made monotonically decreasing by a matching pursuit procedure. First define the vector
product of the W with the kth column of the unitary matrix V as below
W˜k = W.V(k), k = 1 . . . N. (101)
This is the projection of W into the unitary space (matrix) V . Then find the permutation of integer
indices k by sorting the result of vector product as follows
k˜ = permutation
(
sort↓(W˜ )
)
. (102)
Therefore k˜ is always monotonically decreasing and hence is
∫
Ω ψ˜k˜udΩ (according to Eq.(100)).
Therefore the Gram-Schmidt process always remove the component of u in span(ψ˜) starting from
large values to smaller values. Therefore according Eq. (94) the error u⊥ for the k˜ permutation
is always decreasing which means that by increasing the polynomial order, i.e. N in the following
expansion
u =
N∑
k˜=1
< u, ψ˜k˜ > ψ˜k˜ + u⊥, (103)
for some large enough N , we obtain u⊥ =  and then the proof is complete. 
The monotonic decay of w˜k˜ is compared to the decay of the coefficients of the orthogonal hull
basis ψ¯k which decay in an envelope (bound). Please see Fig. (13) for such comparison.
3.8 Numerical results of spectral hull basis functions
Before assessing the accuracy of interpolation via approximate Fekete points on general hulls, one
needs to validate the modal basis proposed in Eq. (38) on a set of Chebyshev points. Therefore,
in the fist test case, a set of 20x20 Chebyshev points are generated by the Kronecker product of
one-dimensional distribution. Then, the Vandermonde matrix is evaluated on these points and the
modal basis Eq. (38) are obtained. The results are plotted in Fig. (14). As seen, the first and the
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wm = σm max
(
‖u‖2‖f‖2 , ‖u˘‖
)
w˜m˜
N →∞
Mode m
A
m
pl
itu
de
w
m
Figure 13: The decay of Generalized Fourier Coefficients (GFCs); dashed-bars correspond to or-
thogonal basis Ψ¯. solid-bars correspond to orthonormal basis Ψ˜ which are monotonically decreasing
according to Theo. (7).
second modes have low frequency contents while the last mode has the highest frequency. Also,
symmetry is well preserved on Chebyshev points.
It is important to see the effect of eliminating the higher modes. Figure (15) discusses this in more
details. As seen, the rank of orthogonal hull basis is 400 corresponding to a full SVD decomposition
of the Vandermonde matrix evaluated at Chebyshev points as mentioned before. When all basis
are included, i.e. km = 400, the reconstructed function has excellent agreement with the exact
solution. Additionally, a ninety-percent reconstruction yields ideal reconstruction. It can be seen in
Fig. (15-b) that the reconstruction of the function without considering higher frequncies yields an
unacceptable result. These observations are in agreement with the proposed convergence theory.
After validating the orthogonal modal hull basis functions, one need to assess Alg. (1). A plot
of nodal basis functions (See Eq. (30)) for a 16th-order P space on a T-hull is presented in Fig.
(16-Top) where the first basis ψ1 is plotted in top-left and the 200th basis is plotted in the top-right.
Note that ψ1 is one at the top corner of the T shaped hull and zero at other Fekete points. Modal
basis functions (see Eq. (38)) for a 16th-order P space on a T-shaped hull is presented in Fig.
(16-Bottom) where the first mode ψ¯1 is plotted in bott-left and the 200th mode is plotted in the
bott-right.
The orthogonal spectral hull basis functions in addition to being well-conditioned, are very ac-
curate compared to the Radial Basis Functions (RBF) for the same degrees of freedom. Figure
(17) compares the reconstruction of two wavelengths of sinusoidal functions using a RBF basis (left
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Figure 14: The orthogonal spectral hull basis Eq. (38) evaluated on Chebyshev points. a) ψ¯1, b) ψ¯2,
c) ψ¯60, d) last mode, i.e. ψ¯400.
Figure 15: The spectral filtering of u = cos
(
4pi
√
x2 + y2
)
inQ space by eliminating higher frequency
orthogonal hull basis Eq. (39). a) km = 400, i. e. full rank, b) km = 200, i. e. half rank, c) km = 360,
i. e. ninety percent rank, d) Exact
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Figure 16: The first and the 200th shape functions of nodal (top) and modal (bottom) Approx.
Fekete basis. Top Left) ψ1, Top Right) ψ200. Bott. Left) ψ¯1. Bott. Right) ψ¯200.
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column) and orthogonal spectral hull basis functions Ψ¯ (right column). As clearly shown, the RBF
is either very inaccurate (Top-Left) or requires many DOF to yield accurate results (Bottom-Left).
However, Ψ¯ yields spectral resolution of minimum points per wavelength (see the middle of smiley-
face hull). This resolution is comparable to the Fourier decomposition of smooth functions on simple
rectangular geometry. These results, which demonstrate the superior accuracy/efficiency of the spec-
tral hull basis functions, can contribute to the field of meshfree methods where RBF are extensively
used.
Figure 17: Comparison of spectral hull basis functions and RBF in the reconstruction the solution
on a hull. Top row) with same DOF. Bottom row) with same L2 error. Left column is RBF, right
col. corresponds to orthogonal spectral hull basis functions Ψ¯.
To further assess the resolution of spectral hull basis functions, the polynomial order on the
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smiley hull is increased. The result which is presented in Fig.(18) demonstrates that six wavelengths
can be reconstructed on this highly concave hull while spectral accuracy is preserved.
Figure 18: Sub-elemental resolution of six wavelengths of u = sin(2pix) sin(2piy) on a highly concave
hull. As shown in the middle, the spectral accuracy corresponding to the optimum resolution is
demonstrated.
Figure 19: Superlinear convergence of spectral hull basis on the concave T-hull. Left) Reconstructed
function using 16th-order spectral hull basis constructed on approximate Fekete points. Right) L2
error compared to analytical reconstruction.
To demonstrate the super linear convergence of spectral hull basis, the concave T-shaped hull is
used to reconstruct the sinusoidal function. The result is presented in Fig. (19) where the super
linear (spectral) convergence is shown.
Using the concept of GFC (see Definition (2)), it can be shown that the spectral content increases
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as the number of sides and/or the non-convexity of the hull increases. This can be a drawback of
the generality of selecting arbitrarily shaped hulls. This is shown in Fig. (20) where the GFCs of
the modal expansion is plotted against the corresponding modes for different hull shapes, in which
in all cases, the same function is reconstructed. As shown, the more complicated the hull gets, the
more modes are required to reconstruct the function.
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Figure 20: The spectra of u = sin(pix) sin(piy) on different convex/concave elements; Left) using
7th order orthogonal spectral hull basis Ψ¯ on a quadrilateral element. Right) using 11th Ψ¯ on a
hexagonal element. Bottom) using 16th Ψ¯ on a T-shape element.
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4 Application to General Conservation Laws and Fluid Dy-
namics
The infinite dimensional solution to general conservation laws
Ui,t + Fij,j = 0, (104)
can be projected in finite fQ, fP spaces (Eqs. (6), (7)) by either a nodal expansion U = ψiUi or
a modal expansion U = ψ¯kWk where ψ(x) and ψ¯(x) are discussed in § 3. The advantage of the
modal approach is that k = 0..kmax where kmax can be selected arbitrarily unlike nodal basis. This
flexibility of using orthogonal basis provides the ability to filter high-frequency modes by simply
ignoring high frequency modes in the expansion U = ψ¯kWk.
In the special case of the two-dimensional compressible Euler equations, the conservative variables
are selected to be Ui = [ρ, ρui, e] where the physical variables are density, xy-momentum and the total
energy respectively. The partial derivatives ∂/∂t and ∂/∂xj are simply represented by subscripts ,t
and ,j . The flux tensor is
Fij =

ρuj
ρuiuj
(e+ P )uj
 . (105)
4.1 Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Spectral Hull
The weak form of Eq. (104) is represented by
∫
Ω
ωUi,tdΩ =
∫
Ω
ω,jFijdΩ−
∫
∂Ω
ωFijnj , (106)
where the basis w can be either the nodal spectral hull basis wk = ψk(x) or modal form wk =
ψ¯k(x). Unlike least-squares approaches, the DG is not inherently nonlinearly stable and needs to
be stabilized. To impose nonlinear stability, without loosing the generality, we use the flux vector
splitting7 in the boundary integral of the DG Formulation. In particular, for the results reported in
7Other fluxes and Riemann solvers can be used in the same fashion. Please refer to Ref. [Bassi and Rebay, 1997]
for the original DG formulation.
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this paper, we used Van-Leer flux [Anderson et al., 1985], i.e.
∫
Ω
ωUi,tdΩ =
∫
Ω
ω,jFijdΩ−
∫
∂Ω
ω
(
F+ij nj + F−ij nj
)
(107)
The explicit time-marching form of Eq. (107) is readily available by inverting the mass matrix
in a general multi-step method. The implicit form can also be obtained by linearizing the flux
vectors using flux vector Jacobians ∂F+,−ij /∂Uk and either assembling them in the Jacobian matrix
or evaluating the matrix-vector product inside Krylov iterations. These methods are extensively
studied in the literature.
Remark 5. The final matrix-vector product of the implicit form Eq. (107) or any discontinuous
method can be conceptually written using a series of diagonal and off-diagonal matrix vector prod-
ucts (see Eq. (128)) where only the value of these matrices depends on the type of discretization
(DG, DLS, Mortar, ...) but the overall structure is exactly the same. This enables practitioners
to use discontinuous Galerkin and discontinuous least-squares in the same code framework without
significant changes in the code development stage.
The boundary integral of Eq. (106) is computed using Gauss-Legendre rule of 2p + 1 OAC.
In order to compute the interior integral, a general and efficient method for computing high-order
Gauss-Legendre quadrature for arbitrary polygon is developed. The polygon is first subdivided
using a Delaunay algorithm and then on each sub-triangle, Gauss-Legendre up to degree 20 is used.
This is shown to be more efficient than the general quadrature rule suggested by Sommariva et. al.
[Sommariva and Vianello, 2007]. However, the Sommariva etal. rule is applicable to any degree of
exactness. Here both approaches are used depending on the required degree of exactness. For order
p of basis functions, the degree of exactness 2p is used.
4.2 Discontinuous Least Squares (DLS) Spectral Hull
For the conservation laws involving higher spatial derivatives, Refs. [Vallala, 2009, Pontaza and
Reddy, 2006, Arnold et al., 2001, Persson and Peraire, 2006b] have obtained first order hyperbolic
form (the divergence form Eq. (104)) by introducing the velocity gradient or shear stress tensor as a
new auxiliary variable prior to the least squares formulation or discontinuous Galerkin formulation.
This approach is based on the classical order reduction method in converting a high-order ODE to
a system of first-order ODEs by chain variables where each new variable is the derivative of the
previous one. Therefore although conservation laws in the hyperbolic form Eq. (104) is used here,
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but the results are same for the equations involving higher spatial derivatives, i.e. viscous fluxes in
the Navier Stokes or fourth-order beam equations and etc. The time derivative can be discretized
by replacing the analytical derivative operator ∂/∂t in Eq. (104) with the differentiation matrix D
as follows
D
⊗
Ui + Fij,j = f (108)
where
⊗
is the Kronecker product and the matrix D is a general abstract notation for a wide
range of possible time discretizations including finite differences, Chebyshev differentiation matrix,
Pade schemes, etc. In the simplest case, the implicit Euler scheme can be represented by a 1 × 1
matrix as follows
D = 1∆t , f =
U0i
∆t . (109)
The generated RHS vector f is coming from the initial condition imposed on D which is a
function of the initial condition U0i and the time step ∆t. The semi-discrete temporal discretization
Eq. (108) is in fact a space-time formulation which allows arbitrary order in time for a least-squares
formulation. Using flux Jacobians,
D
⊗
Ui +Aij(k)Uj,k = f (110)
In the next step, using the residual of Eq. (110), the least-squares functional can be constructed
on each hull by the energy norm of the residual in the interior of the hull, plus the energy norm
of the Arnold’s SIP terms [Arnold, 1982] or Bochev’s jump [Bochev et al., 2012] on the boundaries
which will be minimized in the next steps. This yields
I(Ui) =
1
2
∫
Ω
∥∥∥D⊗Ui +Aij(k)Uj,k − f∥∥∥2
2
dΩ + 12
∫
∂Ω
αk‖[Jk]‖22d∂Ω. (111)
The kth jump quantity in Eq. (111), i.e. Jk can be selected as the value of the conservative
variable Ui to impose C0 continuity or it can be another physical parameter of interest like normal
or tangential shear stress or mass flow rate. Please refer to Ref. [Bochev et al., 2012] for more details.
Here, only the jump in the value of the conservative variable across hull boundaries is minimized.
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Thus Eq. (111) reduces to
I(Ui) =
1
2
∫
Ω
∥∥∥D⊗Ui +Aij(k)Uj,k − f∥∥∥2
2
dΩ + 12
∫
∂Ω
α‖[Ui]‖22d∂Ω, (112)
which is minimized using the principle law of the variational calculus around the equilibrium point
δI(Ui) = 0, for any variational δUi ∈ Rd. (113)
Substituting Eq. (112) in Eq. (113) yields
δI(Ui) =
∫
Ω
(
D
⊗
δUi +Aij(k)δUj,k
)(
D
⊗
Ui +Aij(k)Uj,k − f
)
dΩ +
∫
∂Ω
α (δUi[Ui]) d∂Ω = 0.
(114)
Note that the kth flux Jacobian matrix, i.e. Aij(k) it is kept constant in Eq. (114) and its value
is used from the previous Picard iteration. Therefore Eq. (114) leads to a secant method in this
case. However, if the problem is linear, i.e. Aij(k) is constant, then this iterative process converges
at the first iteration.
Following Jiang’s notation [Jiang and Povinelli, 1989], let us define the operator
L = D
⊗
+Aij(k)
∂
∂xk
, (115)
and rewrite Eq. (114) in the following compact form
δI(Ui) =
∫
Ω
L(δU)T (L(U)− f) dΩ +
∫
∂Ω
α (δU [U ]) d∂Ω = 0, (116)
which leads to the following discontinuous elemental matrix equation
∫
Ω
L(δU)TL(U)dΩ−
∫
∂Ω
α (δU. Uin) d∂Ω +
∫
∂Ω
α (δU. Uneigh.) d∂Ω =
∫
Ω
L(δU)T fdΩ (117)
Remark 6. Unlike stabilized Galerkin methods, a discretization of Eq. (117) is inherently non-
linearly stable and can handle shocks and discontinuity without using a Riemann solver or lim-
iter. Please refer to various results in the literature for capturing shocks in inviscid compressible
Euler [Jiang and Povinelli, 1989] and viscous compressible Navier-Stokes equations [Pontaza and
Reddy, 2006] using least-squares spectral elements. Also a discretization of Eq. (117) leads to a
symmetric system of equations [Jiang and Povinelli, 1989].
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The variational form Eq. (117) is an infinite dimensional problem. To solve this equation
numerically, we make the following approximations:
1. We restrict the infinite dimensional variations δU ∈ Rd to the span of the nodal spectral hull
basis functions (see Eq. (30))
δU = ψk=1...N (118)
or the modal spectral hull basis (see Eq. (38))
δU = ψ¯k=1...km≤N (119)
or the orthonormal spectral hull basis (see Eq. (70))
δU = ψ˜k=1...km≤N (120)
2. we also replace U with nodal spectral hull expansions, i.e.
U = ψkUk, (121)
or modal expansion
U = ψ¯kwk, (122)
or the orthonormal expansion
U = ψ˜kw˜k (123)
Substituting Eqs. (118, 121) in Eq.(117) yields the following nodal system per each hull;
(∫
Ω
L(ψi)TL(ψj)dΩ
)
Uj−
(∫
∂Ω
α (ψi. ψj in) d∂Ω
)
Uj+
(∫
∂Ωk
αψi. ψjneigh(k).d∂Ωk
)
Uneigh(k) j =
∫
Ω
L(ψi)T fdΩ.
(124)
Substituting Eqs. (119, 122) in Eq. (117) yields the following modal system
(∫
Ω
L(ψ¯i)
T
L(ψ¯j)dΩ
)
Wj−
(∫
∂Ω
α
(
ψ¯i. ψ¯j in
)
d∂Ω
)
Wj+
(∫
∂Ωk
αψ¯i. ψ¯jneigh(k)d∂Ωk
)
Wneigh(k) j =
∫
Ω
L(ψ¯i)
T
fdΩ
(125)
which is then solved for the generalized Fourier coefficient W . For the choice of orthonormal basis
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U = ψ˜iW˜i similar equation can be obtained. Defining diagonal and off-diagonal matrices
A¯diag =
∫
Ω
L(ψi)TL(ψj)dΩ−
∫
∂Ω
α (ψi. ψj in) d∂Ω, (126)
and
B¯off-diag,k =
∫
∂Ωk
αψi. ψjneigh(k)d∂Ωk, (127)
equation (124) can be written as
A¯diagU +
num. of neighs∑
k=1
B¯off-diag,kUneigh k = RHS, RHS =
∫
Ω
L(ψi)T fdΩ. (128)
which is a single block-row of the total Jacobian matrix of discretization. Like any discontinuous
element method, both matrix-vector products in DG and DLS Eq. (128) yield local data structure
in the sense that each element only communicates with immediate neighbors regardless of the order
of accuracy of the scheme, and the resulting matrix-vector product yield embarrassingly high parallel
efficiency (usually more than 99 percent for a fixed mesh) [Biswas et al., 1994, wang Shu, 2009].
Modal matrix-vector product expressions can be obtained for the generalized Fourier coefficients W
and W˜ by replacing the nodal basis functions in Eq. (126) and Eq. (127) with ψ¯ and ψ˜ respectively.
Similar to the flaws in the Riemann-solver based approaches, the least-squares approach also has
limitations. Some of them are summarized in the below.
• The variation δUi in Eq. (113) is not in Rd but is limited to the span of basis functions, i.e.
δUi ∈ ψk=1...N . This means that the minimization point will have non-physical equilibrium
due to neglecting variations in δUi ∈ ψk=(N+1)...∞.
• The extra non-physical Bochev jump is minimized to impose C0 continuity across the neigh-
boring elements. This is not physically essential according to the variational principles of
mechanics and is just added to the least-squares functional to convert the method to a ele-
mentally discontinuous (decoupled) approximation.
4.3 Benchmark Problems
The first benchmark problem is a cylinder in a low Mach number flow at M∞ = 0.2. An inaccurate
discretization of the interior fluxes, or geometry, can cause severe asymmetry as shown in Re. [Bassi
and Rebay, 1997]. The nodal spectral hull basis evaluated at approximate Fekete points on triangles
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are used to discretize Eq. (107). Various RK and implicit schemes were tested to yield the same
steady-state solution. The result, shown in Fig.(21) is symmetric for large number of contour lines.
Figure 21: The momentum contours about cylinder using 6th-order approx. Fekete basis. Left)
x-momentum. Right) y-momentum.
The second benchmark problem includes the manufactured solution of linearized Euler equations
with zero mean flow. The equations can be written in the conservation law form ( Eq. (110)) with
the flux Jacobian matrices given below:
Aij(1) =

0 ρ0 0
c20
ρ0
0 0
0 0 0
 , Aij(2) =

0 0 ρ0
0 0 0
c20
ρ0
0 0
 . (129)
The first-order implicit Euler is used for temporal discretization and therefore the time step is
chosen as a very small value ∆t = 1e − 12 to prevent unwanted dissipation. The exact solution is
assumed to be
U =

ρ
u
v
 =

cos(pix) cos(piy)
x2 + y2
x− y
 (130)
which yields a source term. The computational domain is divided into 4x4 quadrilaterals which
are diagonalized to obtain the triangular mesh. Therefore the quadrilateral mesh is regarded as an
agglomeration of the triangles when the spectral hull basis are used (see Fig. (23) ).
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Figure 22: The discontinuous least squares spectral hull solution of linear acoustic problem (129)
using top) Lagrange basis on triangle elements. bottom) Hull basis on the quad elements.
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Triangles are agglomerated into quadrilateral and approximate Fekete points are found using
SVD Alg. (1). A preconditioned conjugate gradient is used to solved the symmetric system where
the solution is initialized to zero and converges to the exact solution as shown in Fig. (22).
Figure 23: The tessellation of the domain and the interpolation points. Left) Lagrange points on
triangles. Right) Approximate Fekete points on quadrilaterals obtained from the agglomeration of
triangles.
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Figure 24: The comparison between various formulations of discontinuous least-squares FEM meth-
ods.
The norm of the error is computed for various test cases and is presented in Fig. (24). It can be
observed that the DLS solution using equally-spaced Lagrange basis on triangles (solid dots) leads
to excessive DOF. This DOF of DLS can be reduced with the assumption of C0 continuity across the
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triangles and by eliminating the duplicate nodes. The plot (asterisks) demonstrates DOF reduction
compared to the original DLS having duplicate nodes. We proceed to agglomerate triangles to form
quadrilateral grid and then we invoke nodal spectral hull basis in Q space. As shown (diamonds),
the DOF of this solution decreases as the polynomial degree increases and is more efficient than
both continuous and discontinuous least-squares FEM. This is in agreement with the theoretical
results presented in § 2 and particularly the mechanism described by Eq. (2). The DOF can be
even reduced further by using P space as shown (circles) where this corresponds to the most efficient
discontinuous least-square spectral solution. The third test case is NACA0012 airfoil in M = 0.2
flow. The results are compared with previously well validated Spectral Element results for potential
flow.
Figure 25: The comparison between Continuous Galerkin Spectral Element solution of Potential
Flow using exact Fekete basis functions (Left) with DG Spectral Hull solution of compressible Euler
with approximate Fekete basis functions § 3
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Figure 26: hp-Spectral Hull solution of subsonic/supersonic vortex convection in compressible Euler
equations. Note the hulls that track the vortex have order of accuracy p = 8 while the rest of the
hulls are discretized using p = 4 spectral hull basis on approximate Fekete points.
Figure 27: Comparison of the new wall boundary condition with traditional approach at t = 2253×
500 × 10−4. Left) The conventional wall flux Fw = [0, Pnx, Pny, 0]T is imposed. Right) The new
wall projection velocity URi = ULi + min ‖−ULi ± ULj eˆtj eˆti‖2 is imposed in the right state of the
Riemann solver or the split flux.
As shown, the min/max of contours and the Cp field are very close and the difference is in the
small order of compressibility error that is not taken into the account when the potential formu-
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lation is used. Another test case shown in Fig. (26) corresponds to the convection of a vortex in
subsonic and supersonic flows. Both regimes are tested and the result is the same. The vortex con-
vects accurately according to the mean stream fluid velocity and transparently leaves the domain.
Characteristic Boundary conditions are applied for reducing the reflection after the vortex leaves
the domain. For inviscid walls, the typical wall fluxes Fw = [0, Pnx, Pny, 0]T resulted in a diverged
solution when p = 3 is used in the aft-region of the triangle directly adjacent to the wall. The solu-
tion just before blowup is shown in Fig. (27-Left). To remedy this, an inviscid wall BC is suggested
based on projection of interior velocity field on the wall to exactly satisfy V.n = 0 condition. It is
shown that the final equation for the right state is
URi = ULi + min ‖−ULi ± ULj eˆtj eˆti‖2 . (131)
This is consistently applicable to 2D/3D and is expected to be a better alternative for high
Reynolds viscous simulations. The result is shown in Fig. (27-Right) where the solution remains
stable. The code was executed for t = 12000 × 500 × 10−4 time steps to computationally probe
potential instabilities and none was observed.
Finally, an example of time accurate solution of inviscid vortex shedding atM∞ = 0.2 is presented
in Fig. (28). The computation is performed in parallel on an IBM bluegene machine. The shedding
mechanism originates from rotational flow generated at the corner of triangle (singular points) due
to numerical diffusion. The accurate solution should preserve the min-max amplitude of vortices
and density pulses while they are convected downstream.
The DOF is computed for each box in the aft region where it is diagonalized by triangles or
agglomerated into hexagonal hulls. Having said this, for spectral hulls DOF = (5+1)(5+2)/2 = 21
in P space and DOF = (5 + 1)2 = 36 in Q space. For DG-P5, which is the most accurate solution
in the DG-FEM class, DOF = 2(5 + 1)(5 + 2)/2 = 42. For this practical test case, the spectral hulls
results in sharper resolution with smaller DOF.
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Figure 28: The density contours obtained using time-accurate solution of compressible Euler equa-
tions (Top-To-Bottom) 1- hp/DG - P2 in the aft-region 2- hp/DG - P4 in the aft-region. 3- hp/DG
- P5 in the aft-region. 4- hp/Spectral Hull - P5 in the aft-region.
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5 Conclusions
We are now at the point to go back to Tab. (1) and validates the properties of the spectral hull
method. Using analysis, implementation and validation, it was shown that the spectral hull method
possesses spectral accuracy and it preserves small Lebesgue constant during arbitrary p-refinements.
Unlike conventional spectral methods, it can accommodate complex geometries by special mesh
generation algorithms (as mentioned in § 2). A special hp-mechanism involving coarsening (ag-
glomeration) and simultaneous p-refinement was introduced to significantly reduce the degrees of
freedom of the conventional spectral element methods. This distinctive feature is only specific to
the spectral hull method for complex geometries. Both explicit/implicit time marching methods
and space-time discretization can be used without any limitation since the basic formulation is
discontinuous. However, spectral hull requires quadrature computations which are costly from a
computational standpoint.
It should be mentioned that a Polygonal Finite Element method is not a new idea. However, the
major area of interest of polygonal tessellations is Computer Graphics [Meyer et al., 2002] (only the
Barycentric calculations) and crack propagation modeling [Sukumar and Malsch, 2006]. The origin
of polygonal basis functions goes back to the work by Wachspress [Wachspress, 1975]. These basis
functions and the Polygonal FEM literature are considerably different from the approach presented
in this work according the following observations:
• The Wachspress-like basis functions are suitable for calculation of general Barycentric co-
ordinates [Meyer et al., 2002] and lower-order FEM discretization P = 1, 2 [Sukumar and
Tabarraei, 2004]. The spectral accuracy (as considered in this work with approximate Fekete
points and spectral hull basis) has never been a point of interest in these works. There is no
condition in the derivation of Wachspress-like basis that imposes a small rate of growth of the
Lebesgue constant and hence these basis are prone to Runge phenomena and spectral accuracy
may not be achievable.
• To the best of authors knowledge, there has never been any interest so far to systematically
use the concept of hulls to reduce the degrees of freedom of a FEM discretization.
• The polygonal FEM literature is Continuous Galerkin FEM and hence there are always con-
forming FEM nodes (interpolation points) at the vertices/edges of the polygons. This could
be a severe limitation in implementing hp-adaptations in polygons which can be very compli-
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(a) e = 3, p = 9 (b) e = 4, p = 11 (c) e = 8, p = 12 (d) e = 16, p = 20
Figure 29: The approximate Fekete points on a master polygonal hull defined inside the unit circle.
These can be effectively computed once and then tabulated.
cated in multidimensional space. Also a rapid hp-refinement between polygons might result in
significant loss of mass conservation. These problems are not expected to exist in the spectral
hull method since discontinuous formulation is used.
The implementation results have generated results which show great potentials. With increase in
the polynomial degree, the discontinuous least-squares FEM can be made more efficient (compared
to the original triangle elements) by using hull basis on the agglomerated elements. Surprisingly, the
results demonstrates that with sufficient p-refinements, DLS with hull basis is more efficient than
continuous least-squares FEM on triangle elements (Fig. (24)). Also, the results of time-accurate
solution of compressible Euler equations in vortex shedding problem demonstrated that With smaller
DOF, the spectral hulls resulted in better resolution compared to high-order triangular DG-FEM
(Fig. (28)).
It should be noted that finding nodal/modal spectral hull basis depends on the physical shape
of the hull and hence for each hull in the domain, the algorithm Alg. (1) and additional SVD
Eq. (29) must be repeated at runtime. This seems to be a very inefficient strategy compared to
the conventional master elements (tri,quad, tet,hex, prism, pyramid) where the value of the basis
functions are known at run time. In order to remedy this problem, an equilateral polyhedral master
hull is defined where for all possible combinations of the dimension d, polyhedral sides e, and
polynomial order p the Alg. (1) and additional SVD Eq. (29) is evaluated once and the results are
tabulated in an external file (see Fig. (29))
Such a tabulated file can be used as a subroutine which is conceptually described below.
subroutine hull_basis(d,e,p &
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, X_F, U,S,V)
:
! select case(d)
! select case(e)
! select case(p)
X_F = (/ data /)
U = (/ data /)
S = (/ data /)
V = (/ data /)
! end select ! d
! end select ! e
! end select ! p
end subroutine hull_basis
Hence, the subroutine for evaluating nodal/modal hull basis functions can readily use the required
information without any redundant computation. The master hull can be mapped to the physi-
cal space using either the generalized barycentric coordinates [Meyer et al., 2002] or using direct
mapping based on subtriangulation.
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows.
• A concept of DOF reduction in discontinuous finite element methods using a systematic hp-
process is studies in § 2. The elements are first agglomerated (h-coarsening) and then the
polynomial degree is increased (p-refinement). The total mechanism yields in more accurate
solutions8 while it reduces DOF requirement compared to the conventional FEM basis on the
standard element shapes.
• A closed form relation is proposed to approximate Fekete points on a general convex/concave
polyhedral in Eq.(22). The exact Fekete problem is a NP-problem and the computation may
be done using expensive optimization techniques [Taylor et al., 2000]. There are approaches
based on finding a local minimum using an equilibrium potential minimization which has
O(N3) cost [Bendito et al., 2007] but there is no guarantee that a global minimum (exact
Fekete) is found. The advantage of current approach is that it also computes the weights of
Gauss-Legendre/Lobatto which can be used in Finite Element formulation for computation of
8depending on if the Lebesgue constant remains small
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quadratures on arbitrary polygons.
• A new method to compute modal basis functions using the SVD of nodal Vandermonde matrix
is developed (see Eq. (28)) which resulted in an orthogonal set of basis Ψ¯ (see Eq. (38)) and
an orthonormal set Ψ˜ (see Eq. (70)).
• A generalization to discrete Fourier transform for the case of non-periodic polyhedral interval
in Rd is presented in Remark (1). It is shown that the transpose of left unitary matrix of the
SVD of the Vandermonde matrix is the discrete Fourier matrix in this case.
• A closed form formula is obtained to compute the Lebesgue constant of interpolation on a
general convex/concave polyhedral. Please refer § 3.6 and Eq. (67).
• The orthonormal spectral hull basis provided a new way to look at the Weierstrass approxi-
mation theorem where a new proof is suggested for the general case in the subset of Rd. This
proof also implies stability of spectral hull expansion for arbitrary p-refinement.
• It is shown in Fig. (17) that the spectral hull basis have superior accuracy/efficiency when
compared to radial basis functions in a meshless approach.
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